1. Introduction {#sec1-ijms-17-00692}
===============

It is well known that the characterization of the structure and the energetics of allostery for biological systems play a crucial role in understanding biological functions of cell signaling and metabolism regulation \[[@B1-ijms-17-00692],[@B2-ijms-17-00692],[@B3-ijms-17-00692],[@B4-ijms-17-00692],[@B5-ijms-17-00692]\]. People not only require the structural information of conformational changes in biological systems, but also are greatly interested in the energetical information during the conformational changes. However, the previous experiments on detailed conformational variations and energetical information for the conformational changes at the atomic level are very limited so far. Therefore, theoretical calculation of free energies is of great importance for understanding the kinetics and the structural determinants of biomolecular processes \[[@B6-ijms-17-00692]\]. Free energy calculations based on molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provide useful tools for obtaining the energy information of conformational transitions. Currently, the thermodynamic integration method, the perturbation method, and the potential of mean force (PMF) method are widely used in calculating the free energy changes for the biologic processes of macromolecular systems \[[@B7-ijms-17-00692],[@B8-ijms-17-00692],[@B9-ijms-17-00692],[@B10-ijms-17-00692],[@B11-ijms-17-00692]\]. The PMF, first introduced by Kirkwood in 1935 \[[@B12-ijms-17-00692]\], provides a 1D free energy map along a defined reaction coordinate for describing characters of biomolecular systems in modern statistical mechanical theories of liquids \[[@B13-ijms-17-00692]\].

Various theoretical studies on PMF calculations of biologic processes, such as conformational transition and base-pair flipping of DNA, folding and unfolding of proteins, transports of protons and small molecules through channels, and ligand-binding to receptors, *etc.*, have made many gratifying achievements in recent years \[[@B14-ijms-17-00692],[@B15-ijms-17-00692],[@B16-ijms-17-00692],[@B17-ijms-17-00692],[@B18-ijms-17-00692],[@B19-ijms-17-00692],[@B20-ijms-17-00692],[@B21-ijms-17-00692],[@B22-ijms-17-00692],[@B23-ijms-17-00692],[@B24-ijms-17-00692],[@B25-ijms-17-00692],[@B26-ijms-17-00692],[@B27-ijms-17-00692],[@B28-ijms-17-00692],[@B29-ijms-17-00692],[@B30-ijms-17-00692],[@B31-ijms-17-00692],[@B32-ijms-17-00692],[@B33-ijms-17-00692],[@B34-ijms-17-00692],[@B35-ijms-17-00692],[@B36-ijms-17-00692],[@B37-ijms-17-00692],[@B38-ijms-17-00692]\]. It has been reported that the PMF calculations provided the energetical changes of the flipping of the Watson--Crick (WC) paired C and G bases in the DNA dodecamer, and the aggregation of two Dickerson--Drew B-DNA molecules in the presence of polyethylenimine molecules along with the reaction coordinates of center-of-mass (COM) dihedral and distance \[[@B39-ijms-17-00692],[@B40-ijms-17-00692]\]. The energetics of K^+^, Cl^−^, and Ca^2+^ ions passing through the gramicidin A channel and the K^+^ channel from *Streptomyces lividans* under the distances of mass center of two ions were revealed using PMF calculations \[[@B41-ijms-17-00692],[@B42-ijms-17-00692]\]. The small root mean square deviation (RMSD)-PMF calculations for searching the local energy minima of ligands were also performed \[[@B43-ijms-17-00692],[@B44-ijms-17-00692],[@B45-ijms-17-00692],[@B46-ijms-17-00692],[@B47-ijms-17-00692],[@B48-ijms-17-00692]\]. Variations of PMF as a function of physical coordinates depend on the pathway chosen for the transition. In most cases, it is difficult to search the pathway of a complex conformational transition due to existence of distinct possible pathways. It is well known that the algorithm of targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) offered a convenient tool to search for a possible pathway of transitions between two conformations, and the free energy calculations along the pathway provided a method for the approximation of the free energy barrier of the conformation transition. Therefore, PMF calculations based on the TMD simulations have been applied to investigate some conformational transitions of biologic systems \[[@B49-ijms-17-00692],[@B50-ijms-17-00692],[@B51-ijms-17-00692]\]. The PMF profiles were obtained for the pathways of B--A and B--Z transitions in DNA searched by the TMD simulations \[[@B52-ijms-17-00692],[@B53-ijms-17-00692],[@B54-ijms-17-00692]\]. Zhan and co-workers reported the detailed pathways and free energy profile for a structural transformation from a nonprereactive complex to a prereactive one (BChE-(−)-cocaine) associated with the (−)-cocaine rotation in the binding pocket by using the combined TMD and PMF simulations \[[@B55-ijms-17-00692]\]. Schatz and co-workers studied the PMF profile on the ordered and disordered transition of 90 peptide amphiphiles (Pas) along with the coordinate of the radius of gyration (*R*~g~) based on the TMD simulation \[[@B56-ijms-17-00692]\]. Especially, the free energy variations of the conformational transition process of the N′ to N conformations of the alternate frame folding (AFF) calbindin-D~9k~ protein in Ca^2+^-free form were investigated by PMF calculation and umbrella samplings in our recent work \[[@B57-ijms-17-00692]\]. To the best of our knowledge, the applications of PMF calculation based on TMD simulations on the conformational transition process in bio-systems have not yet been widely adopted. Moreover, there is a disappointing lack of in-depth discussion in the computational method combining both TMD simulations and umbrella samplings for accurate PMF calculations. The detailed discussion of such method for calculating possible pathways and the accurate free energy variations will be valuable for activating the research field of large-scale conformational transitions of biologic systems.

In order to introduce the computational method of PMF calculations based on the combination of TMD simulations and umbrella samplings, we carried out PMF calculations for the conformational transitions of a small molecule and a protein along different coordinates. Our main objectives were (1) to address the accuracy of PMF calculations for a rotation transition process of a typical butane molecule based on the same TMD simulation and different umbrella samplings under two transition coordinates of dihedral rotation and RMSD variation; (2) to investigate feasibility of the combination of TMD simulation and umbrella samplings to select initial structures of sampling simulations; (3) to explore the application of this method on the unfolding transition of the 35-residue subdomain of the villin headpiece (HP35) \[[@B58-ijms-17-00692],[@B59-ijms-17-00692]\].

2. Results and Discussion {#sec2-ijms-17-00692}
=========================

Geometry optimizations for a butane molecule were computed at the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) \[[@B60-ijms-17-00692],[@B61-ijms-17-00692]\] levels of theory using the Gaussian 09 program \[[@B62-ijms-17-00692]\]. The structural parameters of butane are shown in [Table S1 of Supplementary Materials](#app1-ijms-17-00692){ref-type="app"} with the experimental data \[[@B63-ijms-17-00692],[@B64-ijms-17-00692],[@B65-ijms-17-00692]\]. Similarly, some conformations of butane with the different dihedral rotations of C--C--C--C were also optimized. For the conventional molecular dynamics (CMD) and targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) simulations of the butane molecule, all atom types were generated using the ANTECHAMBER module in the AMBER 9 program \[[@B66-ijms-17-00692]\]. Each of the conformations was explicitly solvated by using the TIP3P water potential inside an orthorhombic box of water molecules with a minimum solute-wall distance of 8 Å.

Based on the previous experimental studies, the folded structure of the 35-residue subdomain of the villin headpiece (HP35) was chosen from the crystal structure of HP35 protein (PDB: 1YRF) with the amino acid sequence of LSDEDFKAVFGMTRSAFANLPLWKQQHLKKEKGLF, and is assigned as HP35-R model \[[@B58-ijms-17-00692]\]. The initial coordinates of the full-unfolded structure of HP35, assigned as HP35-L model, were constructed using the LEAP module in the AMBER 9 program. The Cartesian coordinates from the crystal structure of sequence of HP35 protein and the full-unfolded HP35 sequence respectively for the initial structures of two HP35-R and HP35-L models were employed for the CMD and TMD simulations.

The potential of mean force (PMF) with umbrella samplings is a useful method to describe the free energy change associated with conformational transition processes of molecular and biological systems. The determination of initial structures of umbrella samplings along the coordinates of conformational transition is crucial to calculate PMF curve. TMD simulation can observe large-scale conformational transition between two known end-point conformations of a molecule, and provides a useful tool to obtain initial structures for further umbrella sampling simulations. Therefore, based on the combination of TMD simulation and umbrella samplings, PMF calculations along a conformational transition coordinate can be achieved by using the weighed histogram analysis method (WHAM).

2.1. Potential of Mean Force (PMF) Calculations Based on the Combination of Targeted Molecular Dynamics (TMD) Simulation and Umbrella Samplings along Different Coordinates for the Dihedral Rotation of Butane {#sec2dot1-ijms-17-00692}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to explore accuracy of PMF calculations for the conformational transition, the PMF calculations for the dihedral rotation of butane, as an example, were performed by using TMD simulation and umbrella samplings along both coordinates of dihedral rotation and RMSD variation.

### 2.1.1. Targeted Molecular Dynamics Simulations for Rotations of Butane {#sec2dot1dot1-ijms-17-00692}

Due to the TMD simulation based on the RMSD values as the offset parameter, a corresponding range of RMSD caused by the certain dihedral rotations of C--C--C--C can be firstly detected. However, RMSD could not describe the deviation between two conformations with a complete periodic rotation of 360°. Thus, three TMD simulations for the dihedral rotation from −180° to 180° for a butane molecule were performed with the biasing potentials along the RMSD variation by using AMBER 9 program. Such three TMD simulations correspond to three sections of dihedral variations of −180°\~0°, −60°\~90° and 60°\~180° with certain overlaps due to this periodic limitation of dihedral angle. Since TMD simulation is used for determining the transition pathways between two known conformations, two dynamically stable states of structures were obtained by CMD simulations based on the optimized conformations for each of the TMD simulations. In the first section (−180°→0°), the calculated range of RMSD is from 0.84 to 0.00 Å referenced from the starting structure. For the other two sections (−60°→90° and 60°→180°), such RMSD values were calculated from 0.53 and 0.73 Å to 0.00 Å, respectively. To obtain the appropriate force constant for the first section, three independent-short (1 ns) TMD simulations were performed using different force constants of 50, 70 and 90 kcal/(mol·Å^2^), respectively. As shown in [Figure 1](#ijms-17-00692-f001){ref-type="fig"}a for this section, the simulation at the appropriate force constant of 90 kcal/(mol·Å^2^) reached the RMSD value of \<0.15 Å and the closest targeted dihedral value of −3° for the targeted structure extracting from the C--C--C--C atoms of butane in the trajectory. However, the simulations under other two force constants of 50 and 70 kcal/(mol·Å^2^) did not reach the expected targeted dihedral value. Similarly, [Figure 1](#ijms-17-00692-f001){ref-type="fig"}b,c show that the other two simulations under the appropriate force constants of 110 kcal/(mol·Å^2^) and 65 kcal/(mol·Å^2^) reached the RMSD values of \<0.15 Å and the closest targeted dihedral values of 86° and 175°, respectively. Therefore, such three TMD simulations were then used to determine the initial structures for the further umbrella samplings and to complete the PMF calculations for the whole rotational transition process of butane.

### 2.1.2. PMF Calculation along with the Coordinate of Dihedral Angle {#sec2dot1dot2-ijms-17-00692}

To obtain the accurate PMF curve with the combination of TMD simulation and umbrella samplings, selection of the valid transition coordinate in a conformational transition process is necessary for the calculations of energetical changes. A valid transition coordinate should satisfy the simple linear variation feature to describe the transition process. To test the simple dihedral rotation as the valid coordinate, the variations of dihedral angles were extracted from the three TMD trajectories using the PTRAJ module of the AMBER 9 program. The corresponding results present the linear feature along with the simulation times, and are shown in [Figure 2](#ijms-17-00692-f002){ref-type="fig"}a for the first TMD simulation and [Figure S1 of Supplementary Materials](#app1-ijms-17-00692){ref-type="app"} for other two simulations. Thus, the umbrella sampling windows can be selected along with the valid dihedral coordinate based on three TMD simulations. It can be seen from [Figure 2](#ijms-17-00692-f002){ref-type="fig"}a that the 10 windows of umbrella samplings for the first simulation were determined from the range of dihedral angles of −180° to 0° with 20° intervals. Similarly, the 4 and 5 windows of umbrella samplings for the second and third TMD simulations were respectively determined from the ranges of dihedral angles of 20° and 100° to 80° and 180° with same intervals (see [Figure S1](#app1-ijms-17-00692){ref-type="app"}). Furthermore, the 10 snapshots at 0.02, 0.08, 0.13, 0.22, 0.31, 0.39, 0.55, 0.75 and 0.81 ns from the first TMD trajectory corresponding to these 10 windows can be considered as the initial structures for the further umbrella sampling simulations (see [Figure 2](#ijms-17-00692-f002){ref-type="fig"}a). The similar method was applied to the other two simulations (see [Figure S1](#app1-ijms-17-00692){ref-type="app"}). Therefore, the total 19 umbrella sampling simulations with the corresponding initial structures and the harmonic potentials are applied to the 19 sampling windows to cross the energy ranges for the dihedral rotation of butane. Namely, a 500-ps MD simulation at 300 K for each sampling window was carried out with the appropriate restraint force constant of 33 kcal/(mol·rad^2^) referenced from the previous work \[[@B67-ijms-17-00692]\]. The 19 output data recording the time development of the dihedral angle variations around the individual expected dihedral angle values were obtained, and were checked by Histogram multi program. Since all of the individual histograms present smooth, no major shift from expected, and no bare patch, 19 umbrella sampling simulations were proved to be sufficient enough. (See [Figure S2 in Supplementary Materials](#app1-ijms-17-00692){ref-type="app"}) Due to the requirement of monotone floating expected values in the WHAM program for PMF calculation, the 19 output data from the sum of all sampling windows were used for further PMF calculations of the periodic rotation of 360° by using the WHAM analysis. The calculated PMF profile along the dihedral coordinates was gained, and is shown in [Figure 3](#ijms-17-00692-f003){ref-type="fig"}. The free energy variation of the dihedral rotation from −180° to 180° involves three energy tops and two energy minima. The free energies change from 0.00 kcal/mol at dihedral −178° with the anti-conformation to the first energy top of 3.81 kcal/mol at dihedral −120°, then to the first energy minimum of 0.93 kcal/mol at dihedral −66°, then to the highest top of 5.45 kcal/mol at dihedral 0° with the syn conformation, then to the second minimum of 0.85 kcal/mol at dihedral 66° with the gauche conformation, and to the third top of 3.75 kcal/mol at dihedral 120°, finally to 0.00 kcal/mol at dihedral 178° back to the anti-conformation. That is, such periodic transition of C--C--C--C dihedral angles of −180° to 180° involves two symmetric half-periodic transitions of dihedral angles of −180° to 0° and 0° to 180°. The first-half-periodic transition of −180° to 0° could occur with the barriers of 3.81 kcal/mol and 4.52 kcal/mol via an intermediate. Then, the energy variation of the second-half-periodic transition of 0° to 180° reproduces the reverse process of the first-half-periodic transition due to the symmetry torsion in butane. The current results shows that the PMF calculation with the combination of individual TMD simulations and umbrella samplings provided an accurate description of the whole periodic dihedral transition in a butane molecule.

### 2.1.3. PMF Calculation along with the Coordinate of Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) {#sec2dot1dot3-ijms-17-00692}

RMSD values could be used to describe conformational changes between two known end-point conformations along the TMD trajectory due to RMSD values served as the offset parameter of TMD simulation. Therefore, RMSD could be selected as a valid transition coordinate with the linear trend involving many degrees of freedom for conformational transition of a molecule (see [Figure 1](#ijms-17-00692-f001){ref-type="fig"}). In this work, we also applied such coordinate of RMSD for the dihedral rotation of butane to calculate the PMF profile based on the combination of TMD simulations and umbrella samplings. The umbrella sampling windows along with the RMSD coordinate can be selected from three TMD simulations discussed above. It can be seen from [Figure 2](#ijms-17-00692-f002){ref-type="fig"}b that the 8 windows of umbrella samplings for the first simulation were determined from the range of RMSDs of 0.84 to 0.04 Å with 0.1 Å intervals. The 8 snapshots at 0.09, 0.19, 0.28, 0.37, 0.45, 0.55, 0.68 and 0.79 ns from the first TMD trajectory corresponding to these 8 windows can be considered as the initial structures for the further umbrella sampling simulations (see [Figure 2](#ijms-17-00692-f002){ref-type="fig"}b). Similarly, the 5 and 7 windows of umbrella samplings for the second and third TMD simulations were respectively determined from the ranges of RMSDs of 0.53 and 0.73 to 0.01 and 0.04 Å with same intervals (see [Figure S3 in Supplementary Materials](#app1-ijms-17-00692){ref-type="app"}). For umbrella sampling simulations, due to the force constants needed to restrain the sampling structure at the expected value in each window, the appropriate biasing force constants were tested, and used for all windows of three TMD simulations. Namely, for the first TMD simulation, the appropriate force constants applied in the umbrella sampling simulations of 8 windows range from 50 to 90 kcal/(mol·Å^2^). For other two TMD simulations, such appropriate force constants applied in those of 5 and 7 windows range from 80 and 50 to 160 and 90 kcal/(mol·Å^2^), respectively. A 500-ps MD simulation at 300 K for each of sampling windows was carried out with the corresponding initial structures from the TMD simulations, and appropriate force constants. Due to the requirement of monotone floating expected values in the WHAM program for PMF calculations, three individual PMF calculations along the respective RMSD coordinate (that describes the partial dihedral rotation) based on the three TMD simulations and the respective sampling windows could completely describe the whole dihedral rotation of butane, which is different from one PMF calculation along the dihedral coordinate of 360° rotation. For the first TMD simulation, the 8 output data recording the time development of RMSD variations around the individual expected RMSD values were obtained, and used for the corresponding PMF calculation along the RMSD coordinate of 0.84 to 0.00 Å. Similarly, for the second and third TMD simulations, the 5 and 7 output data were obtained, and also used for the second and third PMF calculations along the RMSD coordinates of 0.53 and 0.73 to 0.00 Å, respectively. The three corresponding PMF profiles are shown in [Figure 4](#ijms-17-00692-f004){ref-type="fig"}a--c, respectively. As shown in [Figure 4](#ijms-17-00692-f004){ref-type="fig"}a, the free energy variation presents the energy change from 0.00 kcal/mol at the RMSD value of 0.84 Å to the energy top of 3.52 kcal/mol at 0.61 Å, then to the energy minimum of 1.18 kcal/mol at 0.29 Å. Due to a specific RMSD value corresponding to a certain dihedral value in a structure, such PMF profile indicates that the RMSD values of 0.61 and 0.29 Å at the current first energy top and minimum match the dihedral angle values of −120° and −65.6° which is well consistent with those in the PMF profile along the dihedral coordinate discussed above. For [Figure 4](#ijms-17-00692-f004){ref-type="fig"}b, the free energies change from 0.00 kcal/mol at the RMSD value of 0.73 Å to the energy top of 4.80 kcal/mol at 0.36 Å, then to the energy minimum of 0.48 kcal/mol at 0.10 Å. In addition, for [Figure 4](#ijms-17-00692-f004){ref-type="fig"}c, the free energies change from the energy minimum of 1.46 kcal/mol at 0.65 Å to the top of 4.07 kcal/mol at 0.42 Å, then to 0.00 kcal/mol at 0.04 Å. To obtain the whole PMF profile representing the whole dihedral rotation of −180°→180°, three individual PMF profile can be integrated. To overcome the integrated deviation, the overlaps of boundaries in three individual PMF profiles were modified by using the method of adjacent averaging. The whole fitted PMF profile along the periodic dihedral coordinate of −180°→180° was obtained, and is depicted in [Figure 4](#ijms-17-00692-f004){ref-type="fig"}d. It can be seen that the fitted PMF profile presents the high consistence with that along the dihedral coordinate (see [Figure 3](#ijms-17-00692-f003){ref-type="fig"}), *i.e.*, the free energy change from 0 kcal/mol at the dihedral value of −179° to the first energy top of 3.52 kcal/mol at −120°, to the first energy minimum of 1.18 kcal/mol at −66°, to the second energy top of 5.90 kcal/mol at 1°, then to the second energy minimum of 1.52 kcal/mol at 68°, to the third energy top of 4.07 kcal/mol at 117°, finally back to 0.00 kcal/mol at dihedral 176°. To compare the accuracy of the PMF calculations, the stationary point energies for the half-periodic dihedral transitions of 0° to 180° along both coordinates of the dihedral rotation and RMSD variation are shown in [Table 1](#ijms-17-00692-t001){ref-type="table"} along with the previous calculated data. [Table 1](#ijms-17-00692-t001){ref-type="table"} predicts the small deviations of the relative free energies resulting from the different calculated models and water environments, *i.e.*, the PMF calculations based on the combination of TMD simulations and umbrella samplings with the explicit TIP3P water box (the current work), the PMF calculations based on CMD simulations and umbrella samplings with the implicit generalized Born solvent model, and the ab initio G2 calculation in vacuum. As expected, the same PMF profiles along with both conformational transition coordinates of dihedral rotation and RMSD variation can be accurately obtained by using the same TMD simulations and different umbrella samplings for the rotation process of butane.

2.2. PMF Calculation Based on the Combination of TMD Simulation and Umbrella Samplings for the Unfolding Process of 35-Residue Villin Headpiece Subdomain (HP35) Protein {#sec2dot2-ijms-17-00692}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 2.2.1. Targeted Molecular Dynamics Simulation for the Unfolding Process {#sec2dot2dot1-ijms-17-00692}

To explore PMF calculation for complicated conformational transition of biological system, we selected the unfolding process for the benchmark protein, the 35-residue villin headpiece subdomain (HP35) (PDB: 1YRF), to calculate the PMF profile by using the combination of TMD simulations and umbrella samplings. To address the conformational transition process, we performed the TMD simulation from the folded HP35-R model to the unfolded HP35-L model at 340 K due to its experimentally melting temperature of 342 K \[[@B69-ijms-17-00692],[@B70-ijms-17-00692],[@B71-ijms-17-00692]\]. We first carried out the CMD simulations on the folded HP35-R and unfolded HP35-L models to gain the stable structures of the two HP35 states for the further TMD simulations. The RMSD values of all the backbone atoms relative to the starting structure over the trajectory of CMD simulation at 340 K for the HP35-R model were examined to determine the system equilibrium. The corresponding plot of RMSD values over simulation times is shown in [Figure S4 of Supplementary Materials](#app1-ijms-17-00692){ref-type="app"}, and presents that the folded HP35-R state reached equilibrium with the average RMSD value of \<2.5 Å, which indicated that the simulated result of HP35-R state reproduced the crystal structure of HP35 protein (PDB: 1YRF). The 6-ns CMD trajectory analysis yielded the HP35-R equilibrated conformation (shown in [Figure 5](#ijms-17-00692-f005){ref-type="fig"} with the superposition for the simulated structure and the crystal one) between 5 and 6 ns simulation times, recording 500 snapshots at every 2 ps time-interval of trajectory. The structure of HP35-R model includes three α-helices with α1 helix of Ser2\~Gly11, α2 helix of Thr13\~Pro20 and α3 helix of Leu21\~Gly33. The interhelical angle of 74° between α1 and α2 helices using the program INTERHLX and the dihedral angle of 14° between the planes of α1--α2 and α2--α3 are also shown in [Figure 5](#ijms-17-00692-f005){ref-type="fig"}, which are consistent with the measured results of 95° and 4°, respectively, from the X-ray experimental results with the non-plane structure of three α helices. However, the full-unfolded HP35-L model was only simulated for 500 ps due to the instability of its loop structure, and the corresponding conformation has also been yielded. Based on the dynamically stable states of the HP35-R and HP35-L models, we successfully gained the folding→unfolding transition process from the started HP35-R model to HP35-L model using 6-ns TMD simulation at 340 K with the appropriate biasing force constant of 3.0 kcal/(mol·Å^2^) applied onto all the backbone atoms. The corresponding transition process involves the deformation of tertiary structure of protein from the spherical structure to the linear one firstly, then the unfolding of secondary structure of three α helices. Therefore, such TMD simulation was then used to determine the initial structures for the further umbrella samplings and the PMF calculations for the unfolding process of HP35.

### 2.2.2. PMF Calculation along with the Coordinate of the Radius of Gyration {#sec2dot2dot2-ijms-17-00692}

To obtain the PMF profile with the combination of TMD simulation and umbrella samplings, selection of the valid coordinate for the conformational transition process of protein is necessary. Based on the general applied coordinates for the protein allosteries, the radius of gyration (*R*~g~) was selected as the valid transition coordinate for the PMF calculation of such unfolding process of HP35 due to its simple linear variation feature and widespread application for folding↔unfolding transitions of proteins. The variations of *R*~g~ values were also extracted from the 6-ns TMD trajectory using the PTRAJ module of the AMBER 9 program. 82 windows of umbrella samplings from the TMD simulation were determined from the range of the Cα radius of gyration values (*R*~g~) of 10.2 to 26.4 Å with 0.2 Å intervals. Furthermore, the 82 snapshots from the TMD trajectory corresponding to these windows can be considered as the initial structures for the further umbrella sampling simulations. For umbrella sampling simulations, four restraint force constants of 0.02, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 kcal/(mol·Å^2^) were selected to apply respectively to the tested four windows of *R*~g~ = 12.0, 16.0, 20.0, 24.0 Å. The probability distributions of *R*~g~ under four different restraint force constants at four tested-expected *R*~g~ values are shown in [Figure 6](#ijms-17-00692-f006){ref-type="fig"}. The probability distribution with *k*~2~ = 1.0 kcal/(mol·Å^2^) possesses a narrow single peak at each tested-expected *R*~g~ value, which predicts the appropriate force constant of *k~2~* = 1.0 kcal/(mol·Å^2^) for further umbrella sampling simulations for the transition of HP35-R to HP35-L. A 2-ns CMD sampling simulation at 340 K for each of sampling windows was carried out with the corresponding initial structures extracted from the TMD simulation, and with the appropriate force constant. The 82 output data recording the time development around the individual expected values were also checked by Histogram_multi program. Based on the 82 output data and the expected *R*~g~ values, the PMF calculation along the *R*~g~ coordinates of the unfolding process of HP35 was performed by using the WHAM program, and is depicted in [Figure 7](#ijms-17-00692-f007){ref-type="fig"}a. According to free energy changes along the coordinate of *R*~g~, the conformational transition from the reactant of HP35-R to the product of HP35-L mainly involves two transition steps: one is from the reactant to the top energy state with the free energy increase of 0.90 kcal/mol; the other is from the top energy state to the product with the certain energetical fluctuations. Based on the conformational analysis for the transition process, four transition conformations of A, B, C and D were extracted from the trajectory. The corresponding time-average conformations and two models of HP35-R and HP35-L from the CMD simulations are shown in [Figure 7](#ijms-17-00692-f007){ref-type="fig"}b.

To further interpret the transition conformations from the HP35-R to HP35-L models, the analyses of the mass center distances between the two adjacent α helices, and the intra-helix hydrogen bonds were quantitatively performed with the PTRAJ module of the AMBER 9 program and are shown in [Figure 8](#ijms-17-00692-f008){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#ijms-17-00692-t002){ref-type="table"}, respectively. In the first step from the HP35-R reactant to A, then to B conformations, the free energies gradually increase from 0.0 kcal/mol at HP35-R to 0.45 kcal/mol at A, then to the energy top of 0.90 kcal/mol at B, which is consistent with the previous experimental results of \~1 kcal/mol at 340 K and the theoretical data of \~2 kcal/mol \[[@B59-ijms-17-00692],[@B71-ijms-17-00692],[@B72-ijms-17-00692],[@B73-ijms-17-00692],[@B74-ijms-17-00692]\]. The structural changes involve that the spherical structure of three α helices at the HP35-R reactant changes to the deformational tertiary structure with the extending of the α1 and α3 helices far from each other, and with the slightly unfolding of the middle α2 helix at A. Then, at B, the α1 and α3 helices continually extend with the further unfolding of the α2 helix. These results are supported by the gradual increases of the mass center distances between the α1 and α3 helices from 14.7 Å at the HP35-R reactant to 28.9 Å at A, then to 41.7 Å at B. Simultaneously, the mass center distances between the α1 and α2 helices, and between the α2 and α3 helices also increase from 11.7 and 11.8 Å at the HP35-R reactant to 18.9 and 13.9 Å at A, then to 23.7 and 18.9 Å at B, respectively (see [Figure 8](#ijms-17-00692-f008){ref-type="fig"}). The deformation of tertiary structure involving mainly in the extending of the α1 and α3 helices spends the significant free energy requirement of 0.90 kcal/mol at the energy top. On the other hand, the relative percentages of the total hydrogen bond occupancies in the extended α2 helix decrease from 20.96% at the HP35-R reactant to 7.01% at B due to the unfolding of the α2 helix. (The computational details of the relative percentages of the total hydrogen bond occupancies were given in [Section S2 of Supplementary Materials](#app1-ijms-17-00692){ref-type="app"}) For example, the hydrogen bond between the N--H group of Phe17 and the O atom of Thr13 in the α2 helix is maintained with the occupancy of 99.32% of simulation times in the HP35-R reactant; while it disappears in B (see [Table 1](#ijms-17-00692-t001){ref-type="table"}). In the second step from B to C, and to D conformations, then to the HP35-L product, the structural changes involve that the deformational tertiary structure B changes to the further deformational structure C with the small energy fluctuation by 0.59 kcal/mol. Then, at D, the unfolding of α1 helix causes the energy fluctuation of 0.10 kcal/mol with the decrease of the relative percentages of the total hydrogen bond occupancies in the extended α1 helix from 11.11% at B to 2.75% at D. For example, the hydrogen bond between the N--H group of Asp5 and the O atom of Leu1 in the α1 helix is maintained with the occupancies of 99.72% of simulation times in B; while it disappears in D (see [Table 1](#ijms-17-00692-t001){ref-type="table"}). Finally, at the HP35-L product, the α3 helix occurs the full unfolding with the energy fluctuation of 0.21 kcal/mol and with the disappearing of the hydrogen bonds in the unfolding α3 helix at HP35-L from the 23.04% relative occupancy percentage at D. The HP35-L product presents the full extended-linear structure with the endo-thermodynamic energy of 0.60 kcal/mol referencing to HP35-R reactant. It is worth pointing out that the first unfolding of the middle α2 helix play the crucial mediation for the unfolding transition process of HP35 protein. To explore the conformational communication of each residue along the transition pathway of the HP35-R reactant to the HP35-L product, we constructed and analyzed the motion correlations for all Cα atoms from the simulation trajectories. The motion correlations for the HP35-R model, HP35-L model and B conformation are displayed in [Figure 9](#ijms-17-00692-f009){ref-type="fig"}a--c, respectively. The results show that the motion correlations between the residues range from high correlations (red) to high anticorrelations (blue). These maps show the high motion correlations between the residues. As expected, from [Figure 9](#ijms-17-00692-f009){ref-type="fig"}a, the motions of three α helices of α1, α2, and α3 in HP35-R reactant significantly correlate with each other represented by the black squares due to the spherical structure with the tight adjacency of three α helices. The large correlated motions of the α1 helix with the α3 helix involve the correlation communication of the middle α2 helix. In the B conformation in [Figure 9](#ijms-17-00692-f009){ref-type="fig"}b, such correlations of three α1, α2, and α3 helices decrease; and the correlations between the α1 and α3 helices, and between the α2 and α3 helices become slight anticorrelations, compared to those in the HP35-R reactant, due to the extending of the spherical tertiary structure and the movement of the α1 and α3 helices far away from each other. This result predicts the transition characteristics for the B conformation in the transition process of the HP35-R reactant to the HP35-L product. However, in the HP35-L product in [Figure 9](#ijms-17-00692-f009){ref-type="fig"}c, such correlations of three α1, α2, and α3 helices are insignificant, compared to those in the HP35-R reactant, due to the linear tertiary structure with three helices far away from each other. Summarily, the transferring of the correlations among α1, α2 and α3 helices from HP35-R reactant to B conformation, then to HP35-L product further illustrates the mediation feature of α2 helix during this unfolding transition process.

As expected, the PMF calculation along the *R*~g~ coordinate with the combination of TMD simulation and umbrella samplings could efficiently describe the free energy change of unfolding process of a protein. The PMF calculations based on the combination of TMD simulations and umbrella samplings may be valuable in computational studies of detailed pathways and free energy profiles for other similar conformational transitions.

3. Models and Methods {#sec3-ijms-17-00692}
=====================

3.1. Conventional Molecular Dynamics Simulation {#sec3dot1-ijms-17-00692}
-----------------------------------------------

All conventional molecular dynamics (CMD) simulations for these systems were carried out using the AMBER 9 package \[[@B66-ijms-17-00692]\] and ff03 all atom force field parameters \[[@B75-ijms-17-00692],[@B76-ijms-17-00692],[@B77-ijms-17-00692]\]. 2 Cl^−^ ions were used to neutralize each of the HP35-R and HP35-L models, and an ionic strength of 350 mM was generated by adding 88 Na^+^ and 88 Cl^−^ ions \[[@B58-ijms-17-00692]\]. Each of the models was similarly solvated by using the TIP3P water potential with a minimum distance of 8 Å. The computational details of the CMD procedure are given in [Section S1 of Supplementary Materials](#app1-ijms-17-00692){ref-type="app"}.

3.2. Targeted Molecular Dynamics Simulation {#sec3dot2-ijms-17-00692}
-------------------------------------------

Targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) simulation is a method to observe large-scale conformational transition between two known end-point conformations of a molecule. A restraint energy term was added to the energy function proportional to the square of the difference which may be characterized as the mass-weighted RMSD of the current structure to the target structure in terms of atomic positions \[[@B78-ijms-17-00692],[@B79-ijms-17-00692]\]. The functional form of the restraint energy can be written as: $$E_{TMD} = \frac{1}{2}k_{1}N{\lbrack RMSD(t) - RMSD_{0}(t)\rbrack}^{2}$$ where, *k*~1~ is the harmonic force constant per atom, *N* is the number of the restrained atoms, *RMSD*(*t*) is the root mean square deviation of the simulated structure at time *t* relative to the target structure, and *RMSD*~0~(*t*) is the prescribed target RMSD value at time *t* that decreases to zero linearly with time to drive the system from a starting structure to the target structure. Various *k*~1~ values for the TMD simulations need to be tested to determine which one is appropriate for all of the systems concerned in the present study as the harmonic force constant applied onto all the backbone atoms to bias the trajectories toward the target structure.

3.3. Umbrella Sampling and the Potential of Mean Force {#sec3dot3-ijms-17-00692}
------------------------------------------------------

In order to explore the free energy profile for the conformational transition, PMF was calculated by using umbrella sampling MD simulations and the weighed histogram analysis method (WHAM) \[[@B13-ijms-17-00692],[@B80-ijms-17-00692],[@B81-ijms-17-00692],[@B82-ijms-17-00692],[@B83-ijms-17-00692]\]. Based on the characteristics of transition processes for different systems, some convenient transition coordinates were tested to satisfy the simple linear variation features in order to effectively describe the whole transition processes. In umbrella sampling calculations, the biasing harmonic potentials were introduced to constrain each conformation to a narrow range of reaction coordinates. The functional form of the restraining potential for reaction coordinate *r* for the *i*th window in the current umbrella sampling was: $$V_{i}(r) = \frac{1}{2}k_{2}{(r_{i} - r_{i0})}^{2}$$ where *k*~2~ is the force constant and *r~i~*~0~is the center of the window. Some windows from the selected coordinate were generated for the transition processes. The analysis of all the trajectories, and the calculations of the geometric parameters of the molecule and protein were performed using the PTRAJ module of the AMBER 9 program. After all the umbrella-sampling MD simulations were finished, the data collected from separate simulation windows were combined along the reaction coordinate. These data were then used to calculate the PMF profile for the whole structural transition process with the WHAM using the code developed by Alan Grossfield \[[@B81-ijms-17-00692],[@B84-ijms-17-00692]\].

3.4. Calculations of Interhelical Angle and Correlation of Atomic Motions {#sec3dot4-ijms-17-00692}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

To analyze conformational changes in the relative orientations of any two helices, the program INTERHLX \[[@B85-ijms-17-00692]\] was used. The dynamic feature of a protein and the extent of correlation of motions in the different regions of a protein were assessed via the calculation of cross-correlation coefficients, *C*(*i*,*j*), given as follows: $$C(i,j) = \langle\Delta r_{i} \times \Delta r_{j}\rangle/{(\langle\Delta r_{i}^{2}\rangle\langle\Delta r_{j}^{2}\rangle)}^{\frac{1}{2}}$$

In the equation, ∆*r~i~* and ∆*r~j~* are the displacement vectors for Cα atoms of residues *i* and *j*, respectively, and the angle brackets denote the ensemble averages \[[@B66-ijms-17-00692],[@B86-ijms-17-00692]\]. The computational details of the INTERHLX procedure and the motion correlations are given in [Section S2 of Supplementary Materials](#app1-ijms-17-00692){ref-type="app"}.

4. Conclusions {#sec4-ijms-17-00692}
==============

The computational method for the PMF calculations based on the combination of TMD simulations and umbrella samplings has been introduced for the conformational transition processes for a butane molecule and the protein of 35-residue villin headpiece subdomain (HP35) by using AMBER 9 program and the weighed histogram analysis method (WHAM). It is demonstrated in this method that the TMD simulation can provide the obvious images of large-scale conformational transitions that are applied to selection of initial structures of umbrella samplings for PMF calculations. Three individual TMD simulations for the dihedral rotation of a butane molecule from −180° to 180° were performed with the biasing potentials due to the limitation of RMSD used to describing a complete periodic rotation of 360°. By using the combination of TMD simulations and umbrella samplings, the PMF calculations under both coordinates of dihedral rotation and RMSD variation for a butane molecule were performed. For the dihedral coordinate of −180° to 180°, based on the umbrella sampling windows selected from three individual TMD simulations, the 19 sampling data from the sum of all sampling windows were used for the PMF calculation. The PMF profile demonstrated that the free energy changes involve three energy tops and two energy minima at the dihedral angles of −120°, 0° and 120°, and at −66° and 66°, respectively. For the RMSD coordinate, three individual PMF calculations along the respective RMSD coordinate based on the same TMD simulations and the respective sampling windows were performed for the dihedral rotation of −180° to 180° of butane. The free energy variations including three energy tops and two energy minima are involved in the three individual PMF profiles along the RMSD coordinates. Then, the modified PMF profile representing the whole dihedral rotation of −180°→180° can be obtained through integrating such three individual PMF profiles. It can be predicted that the free energy changes for a dihedral rotation process can be accurately described under different conformational transition coordinates of dihedral rotation and RMSD variation. To investigate the application of this computational approach in large-scale conformational transition, the PMF calculation along with the coordinate of the radius of gyration (*R*~g~) for the unfolding process of the HP35 protein was carried out. The PMF profile of the transition process from the folded HP35-R reactant with the spherical structure of three α helices to the unfolded HP35-L product with a linear structure presents the gradual increase of free energies by about 1 kcal/mol with the energy fluctuations. The structural transition from the folded HP35-R reactant to the unfolded HP35-L product involves the extending of the spherical structure firstly, followed by the unfolding of three α helices with the mediation feature of α2 helix. It can be demonstrated that the computational method for the PMF calculations based on the combination of TMD simulations and umbrella samplings provided a valuable strategy in investigating detailed conformational transition pathways for other similar allosteric problems.
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![Root mean square deviation (RMSD) values of four C atoms of butane from three individual targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) simulations corresponding to three dihedral angle sections with the respective appropriate force constants: (**a**) 0.84→0.00 Å (−180°→0°) in red; (**b**) 0.53→0.00 Å (−60°→90°) in blue; and (**c**) 0.73→0.00 Å (60°→180°) in dark yellow. The terminal structure and the corresponding dihedral angle value for each TMD simulation are marked in the square.](ijms-17-00692-g001){#ijms-17-00692-f001}

![(**a**) The dihedral angle values of C--C--C--C and the 10 selected sampling windows; and (**b**) the root mean square deviation (RMSD) values of four C atoms and the 8 selected sampling windows from the first TMD simulation. The selected sampling windows are numbered around the red circles. The corresponding expected values and snapshots with the red circles are marked by the dash lines.](ijms-17-00692-g002){#ijms-17-00692-f002}

![The calculated PMF profile for the rotational transition of butane from −180° to 180° with the relative energy values along the coordinate of dihedral angles. The numbers around the dash lines are the relative energy values at the corresponding angles.](ijms-17-00692-g003){#ijms-17-00692-f003}

###### 

Three calculated PMF profiles along the coordinate of RMSD for three individual TMD simulations corresponding to three dihedral angle sections of butane with the relative energy values: (**a**) 0.84→0.00 Å in red; (**b**) 0.53→0.00 Å in blue; and (**c**) 0.73→0.00 Å in dark yellow; (**d**) The whole fitted PMF profile with the relative energy values along the periodic dihedral coordinate of −180°→180°. The dihedral angle values for the fitted profile were extracted from the RMSD values in three individual TMD simulations. The numbers around the dash lines are the relative energy values at the corresponding RMSDs and dihedral angles.
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![Simulated average structure for HP35-R model viewed from different directions with the superposition for the simulated structure and the crystal one in gray (PDB: 1YRF) on the left. The three helices of α1, α2 and α3 for the simulated structure are colored in green, yellow and cyan, respectively. The interhelical angle value between α1 and α2 helices, and the dihedral angle value between the planes of α1--α2 and α2--α3 are given.](ijms-17-00692-g005){#ijms-17-00692-f005}

![Probability distribution of the radius of gyration (*R*~g~) for four representative umbrella sampling simulations centered at *R*~g~ = 12.0, 16.0, 20.0, 24.0 Å for four selected force constants of 0.02, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 kcal/(mol·Å^2^), respectively.](ijms-17-00692-g006){#ijms-17-00692-f006}

![(**a**) Calculated free energy profile for the transition process of HP35-R to HP35-L along with the reaction coordinate of the radius of gyration (*R*~g~). The mazarine letters denote the different conformations; (**b**) The three-dimensional average structures for the six corresponding conformations of HP35-R, A, B, C, D and HP35-L presented in (**a**). The three helices of α1, α2 and α3 for the simulated structure are colored in green, yellow and cyan, respectively.](ijms-17-00692-g007){#ijms-17-00692-f007}

![Mass center distances between α1 and α3 helices (black),between α1 and α2 helices (red), and between α2 and α3 helices (blue) along the transition pathway from the simulation of HP35-R to HP35-L; the mazarine letters in the grey areas denote HP35-R, A, B, C, D and HP35-L conformations.](ijms-17-00692-g008){#ijms-17-00692-f008}

![Dynamical cross-correlation maps for (**a**) HP35-R model; (**b**) HP35-L model; (**c**) B conformation with the key sub-regions squared in black.](ijms-17-00692-g009){#ijms-17-00692-f009}

ijms-17-00692-t001_Table 1

###### 

Comparisons of free energies of stationary point structures.

  Coordinates          Free Energy (kcal/mol)                         
  -------------------- ------------------------ ---------- ---------- ----------
  **Dihedral Angle**   0                        3.75       0.85       5.45
  **RMSD**             0                        4.07       1.52       5.9
  **References**       0 ^a^                    4.22 ^a^   1.44 ^a^   5.86 ^a^
  0 ^b^                3.83 ^b^                 0.66 ^b^   6.48 ^b^   

^a^ Taken from Ref. \[[@B67-ijms-17-00692]\]; ^b^ Taken from Ref. \[[@B68-ijms-17-00692]\].

ijms-17-00692-t002_Table 2

###### 

Occupancies (%) of hydrogen bonds for the HP35-R, B, D and HP35-L conformations.

  Helices                  Hydrogen Bond            HP35-R   B       D       HP35-L
  ------------------------ ------------------------ -------- ------- ------- --------
  **α1**                   (Ala8)N--H···O(Glu4)     95.32    --      --      --
  (Val9)N--H···O(Asp5)     99.96                    --       --      --      
  (Asp5)N--H···O(Leu1)     99.56                    99.72    --      --      
  (Phe6)N--H···O(Ser2)     95.56                    97.20    --      --      
  (Lys7)N--H···O(Glu4)     97.92                    69.64    65.92   --      
  (Phe10)N--H···O(Phe6)    99.72                    --       --      --      
  (Glu4)N--H···O(Leu1)     67.40                    --       --      --      
  (Gly11)N--H···O(Lys7)    52.60                    --       --      --      
  **α2**                   (Ala18)N--H···O(Agr14)   99.76    99.68   --      --
  (Leu20)N--H···O(Phe17)   97.48                    --       --      --      
  (Phe17)N--H···O(Thr13)   99.32                    --       --      --      
  (Asn19)N--H···O(Ala16)   71.00                    --       --      --      
  (Asn19)N--H···O(Ser15)   71.80                    68.56    --      --      
  (Ala16)N--H···O(Thr13)   63.76                    --       --      --      
  **α3**                   (Gln26)N--H···O(Leu22)   100      99.92   99.28   --
  (Leu34)N--H···O(Lys29)   98.88                    99.80    --      --      
  (Glu31)N--H···O(Hie27)   99.48                    98.88    98.40   --      
  (Lys32)N--H···O(Leu28)   99.72                    99.88    --      --      
  (Lys30)N--H···O(Gln26)   99.80                    87.48    90.08   --      
  (Gly33)N--H···O(Lys30)   91.88                    88.64    --      --      
  (Lys29)N--H···O(Gln25)   99.92                    98.88    --      --      
  (Leu28)N--H···O(Lys24)   98.68                    96.56    99.84   --      
  (Hie27)N--H···O(Trp23)   96.44                    84.12    80.80   --      
  (Gly25)N--H···O(Leu22)   96.24                    54.12    84.60   --      
